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DETAILED ACTION 

Specification 

1.      The title is objected to because of a typographical error. The examiner asserts that 

"mothed" should be changed to "method." 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 

2. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the 

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless - 

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on 
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States. 

3. Claims 1, 2, 5-11 and 14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by 

Fulton, III et al. (5,715,386). 

As in claim 1, Fulton discloses a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system including a number of primary servers (nodes) and spare servers (nodes) 

(column 2: lines 11-23 and figure 2), said method comprising the following steps of: 

Collecting system state information about the number of primary servers to monitor 

uhstableness of the servers (column 9: line 62-column 10: line 8); 

If at least one of the servers is judged unstable as a result of monitoring (node fails), 

judging existence of a spare server or other primary server having spare capacity (column 14: 
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lines 34-47). (If the node does not have spare capacity, it has failed and the failure would be 

broadcast. Otherwise a backup node is known to have spare capacity); 

If at least one of the spare servers or the primary servers having spare capacity exists, 

duplexing all processes of the unstable primary server to the spare server or the other primary 

server having spare capacity according to a currently set operation mode (column 10: lines 5-47); 

and 

Upon completing duplexing, providing the unstable server with a system rejuvenation 

control signal for executing rejuvenation (column 10: lines 47). (Since a node can return to 

service some form of rejuvenation must occur to make the failed node once again functional. In 

order for the rejuvenation to occur, some form of rejuvenation control signal must be existent in 

the system.) 

As in claim 2, Fulton discloses a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system according to claim 1, wherein said system state information contains at least 

one of group including operational load, continuous running time, memory usage, buffer usage 

of the primary server (column 9: lines 67 and column 3: lines 40-67). (The daemon monitors 

processes local to each node and specifically monitors the continuous running time of a 

processes.) 

As in claim 5, Fulton discloses a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system according to claim 1, wherein said step of duplexing comprises the steps of: 
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If the current mode is set as the active/active mode, selecting any of the primary servers 

having spare capacity; and 

Duplexing all the processes of the unstable primary server to the selected primary server 

having spare capacity (figure 2 and column 11: line 54-column 12: line 62) 

As in claim 6, Fulton discloses a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system according to claim 1, wherein said step of executing rejuvenation comprises the 

steps of: 

If the primary server subjected to rejuvenation is completed in duplexing, judging if to 

execute a rejuvenation command according to operational load and continuous running time of 

the primary server subjected to rejuvenation; 

If it is judged to execute the rejuvenation command as a result of said step of judging, 

canceling a list of the primary server subjected to rejuvenation from an available server list 

(column 10: lines 5-8); 

Upon switching the duplexed spare server to the primary server, executing rejuvenation 

of the primary server subjected to rejuvenation; and 

Upon completing rejuvenation, registering the rejuvenation-completed primary server in 

the available server list as a spare server (column 10: lines 44-60). 

As in claim 7, Fulton discloses a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system according to claim 6, wherein said rejuvenation of the primary server subjected 

to rejuvenation includes file system clearing, buffer clearing, memory clearing and restart 
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(column 10: lines 45-47). (Since a node can return to service some form of rejuvenation must 

occur to make the failed node once again functional. The rejuvenation and rebooting of a node 

includes such clearing steps.) 

As in claim 8, Fulton discloses an apparatus for improving software availability of a 

cluster computer system including a number of primary servers (nodes) and spare servers 

(column 2: lines 11-23 and figure 2), said apparatus comprising: 

System monitoring means for collecting system state information about the number of 

primary servers to grasp an unstable state of each of the servers (column 9: line 62-column 10: 

line 8); 

Cluster controlling means for providing a control signal for duplexing all processes of a 

primary server to a spare server or other primary server having spare capacity according to a 

currently set operation mode if the primary server is unstable (node fails) as a result of system 

monitoring in said system monitoring means (column 14: lines 34-47). (If the node does not have 

spare capacity, it has failed and the failure would be broadcast. Otherwise a backup node is 

known to have spare capacity), and for providing the unstable primary server with a rejuvenation 

signal for system rejuvenation if the unstable primary server maintains an unstable system state 

for a certain time period (column 10: lines 45-47). (Since a node can return to service some form 

of rejuvenation must occur to make the failed node once again functional. In order for the 

rejuvenation to occur, some form of rejuvenation control signal must be existent in the system.); 

and 
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Duplexing means for duplexing all processes of the unstable primary server to the spare 

server or the other server having spare capacity according to a duplexing control signal about the 

set mode provided from said cluster controlling means (column 10: lines 5-47). 

As in claim 9, Fulton discloses an apparatus for improving software availability of a 

cluster computer system according to claim 8, wherein said system monitoring means comprises: 

A system state information collecting block for monitoring a system state of each of the 

primary servers to collect state information of the each server (column 9: line 62-column 10: line 

8); and 

A rejuvenation command producing block forjudging existence of an unstable primary 

server according to system state information collected in said system state information collecting 

block, and if any of the primary servers is unstable, producing a rejuvenation command signal 

for rejuvenation of unstable software of the unstable primary server and providing the same to 

said duplexing means (column 10: lines 47). (When a node fails, it is restarted and can return to 

service. Since a node can return to service some form of rejuvenation must occur to make the 

failed node once again functional. In order for the rejuvenation to occur, some form of 

rejuvenation control signal must be existent in the system.) 

As in claim 10, Fulton discloses an apparatus for improving software availability of a 

cluster computer system according to claim 8, wherein said system state information contains at 

least one of group including operational load, continuous running time, memory usage, buffer 

usage of the primary server (column 9: lines 67 and column 3: lines 40-67). (The daemon 
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monitors processes local to each node and specifically monitors the continuous running time of a 

processes.) 

As in claim 11, Fulton discloses an apparatus for improving software availability of a 

cluster computer system according to claim 8, wherein said cluster controlling means includes 

registering means for canceling the unstable primary server from an available server list when 

the unstable primary server is duplexed to the spare server or the other primary server having 

spare capacity in said duplexing means, and upon completing rejuvenation of the unstable 

primary server according to the rejuvenation signal, re-registering the rejuvenation-completed 

primary server in the available server list (column 10: lines 5-10 and column 10: lines 44-60). 

As in claim 14, Fulton discloses a record medium readable by a digital processing 

apparatus and containing programs of command languages which can be executed by the digital 

processing apparatus for execution of a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system including a number of primary servers (nodes) and spare servers (column 2: 

lines 11-23 and figure 2), said programs in the record medium can be executed in the following 

steps of: 

Collecting system state information about the number of primary servers to monitor 

unstableness of the servers (column 9: line 62-column 10: line 8); 

If at least one of the servers is judged unstable as a result of monitoring (node fails), 

judging existence of a spare server or other primary server having spare capacity (column 14: 

lines 34-47). (If the node does not have spare capacity, it has failed and the failure would be 

broadcast. Otherwise a backup node is known to have spare capacity); 
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If at least one of the spare servers or the primary servers having spare capacity exists, 

duplexing all processes of the unstable primary server to the spare server or the other primary 

server having spare capacity according to a currently set operation mode (column 10: lines 5-47); 

and 

Upon completing duplexing, providing the unstable server with a system rejuvenation 

control signal for executing rejuvenation (column 10: lines 45-47). (Since a node can return to 

service some form of rejuvenation must occur to make the failed node once again functional. In 

order for the rejuvenation to occur, some form of rejuvenation control signal must be existent in 

the system.) 

4. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the 

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless - 

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by another filed 
in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for 
patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an 
international application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this 
subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United 
States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language. 

5. Claims 1-14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Harper et al. 

(2003/0036882). 
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As in claim 1, Harper discloses a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system including a number of primary servers (primary nodes) and spare servers 

(secondary nodes) (paragraphs 3 and 36), said method comprising the following steps of: 

Collecting system state information about the number of primary servers to monitor 

unstableness of the servers (paragraph 38) (Failure prediction involves collecting system state 

information to monitor the unstableness.); 

If at least one of the servers is judged unstable as a result of monitoring (node fails or 

failure is predicted), judging existence of a spare server or other primary server having spare 

capacity (paragraphs 46-49 and paragraph 68); 

If at least one of the spare servers or the primary servers having spare capacity exists, 

duplexing all processes of the unstable primary server to the spare server or the other primary 

server having spare capacity according to a currently set operation mode (paragraphs 3 and 11); 

and 

Upon completing duplexing, providing the unstable server with a system rejuvenation 

control signal for executing rejuvenation (paragraphs 59-64). (Since rejuvenation can occur, 

some form of rejuvenation control signal must be existent in the system.) 

As in claim 2, Harper discloses a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system according to claim 1, wherein said system state information contains at least 

one of group including operational load, continuous running time, memory usage, buffer usage 

of the primary server (paragraph 51). (The failure predictor predicts any problem of the primary 
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node that can be predicted which would include tracking such things as operational load, 

continuous running time and memory and buffer usage.) 

As in claim 3, Harper discloses a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system according to claim 1, wherein said set operation mode in said step of duplexing 

includes: 

An active/standby mode in which a spare server exists without participating service in 

practice for being used in duplexing (paragraph 37) (When a node is the secondary node, it is in 

an active standby mode.); and 

An active/active mode in which all of the servers constituting the cluster participate in 

service while mutually performing the role of the spare servers (paragraph 65 and figure 5A). 

As in claim 4, Harper discloses a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system according to claim 1, wherein said step of duplexing comprises the steps of: 

If the current mode is set as the active/standby mode, selecting any of the sparing servers 

(paragraph 37) (When a node is the secondary node, it is in an standby mode. When the primary 

node fails); and 

Duplexing all the processes of the unstable primary server to the selected spare server 

(paragraphs 66, 69 and 70 and figure 5B). 

As in claim 5, Harper discloses a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system according to claim 1, wherein said step of duplexing comprises the steps of: 
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If the current mode is set as the active/active mode, selecting any of the primary servers 

having spare capacity; and 

Duplexing all the processes of the unstable primary server to the selected primary server 

having spare capacity (paragraphs 39) (Secondary nodes may or may not have applications 

running on them and therefore are also primary nodes and the secondary node must have spare 

capacity.) 

As in claim 6, Harper discloses a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system according to claim 1, wherein said step of executing rejuvenation comprises the 

steps of: 

If the primary server subjected to rejuvenation is completed in duplexing, judging if to 

execute a rejuvenation command according to operational load and continuous running time of 

the primary server subjected to rejuvenation; 

If it is judged to execute the rejuvenation command as a result of said step of judging, 

canceling a list of the primary server subjected to rejuvenation from an available server list; 

Upon switching the duplexed spare server to the primary server, executing rejuvenation 

of the primary server subjected to rejuvenation; and 

Upon completing rejuvenation, registering the rejuvenation-completed primary server in 

the available server list as a spare server (paragraphs 63 and 64). (A failed server is brought 

back up as a secondary node and is therefore registered and listed as an available spare server.) 
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As in claim 7, Harper discloses a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system according to claim 6, wherein said rejuvenation of the primary server subjected 

to rejuvenation includes file system clearing, buffer clearing, memory clearing and restart 

(paragraphs 63 and 64). (The rejuvenation and rebooted includes such clearing steps.) 

As in claim 8, Harper discloses an apparatus for improving software availability of a 

cluster computer system including a number of primary servers (primary nodes) and spare 

servers (secondary nodes) (paragraphs 3 and 36), said apparatus comprising: 

System monitoring means for collecting system state information about the number of 

primary servers to grasp an unstable state of each of the servers (paragraph 38) (Failure 

prediction involves collecting system state information to monitor the unstableness.); 

Cluster controlling means for providing a control signal for duplexing all processes of a 

primary server to a spare server or other primary server having spare capacity according to a 

currently set operation mode if the primary server is unstable (node fails or failure is predicted) 

as a result of system monitoring in said system monitoring means, and for providing the unstable 

primary server with a rejuvenation signal for system rejuvenation if the unstable primary server 

maintains an unstable system state for a certain time period (paragraphs 46-49 and 59-64) (Since 

rejuvenation can occur, some form of rejuvenation control signal must be existent in the 

system.).); and 

Duplexing means for duplexing all processes of the unstable primary server to the spare 

server or the other server having spare capacity according to a duplexing control signal about the 

set mode provided from said cluster controlling means (paragraphs 3 and 11). 
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As in claim 9, Harper discloses an apparatus for improving software availability of a 

cluster computer system according to claim 8, wherein said system monitoring means comprises: 

A system state information collecting block (failure predictor) for monitoring a system 

state of each of the primary servers to collect state information of the each server (paragraph 38) 

(Failure prediction involves collecting system state information of each node to monitor its 

unstableness.); and 

A rejuvenation command producing block forjudging existence of an unstable primary 

server according to system state information collected in said system state information collecting 

block, and if any of the primary servers is unstable, producing a rejuvenation command signal 

for rejuvenation of unstable software of the unstable primary server and providing the same to 

said duplexing means (paragraphs 59-64). (Since rejuvenation can occur, some form of 

rejuvenation control signal must be existent in the system.) 

As in claim 10, Harper discloses an apparatus for improving software availability of a 

cluster computer system according to claim 8, wherein said system state information contains at 

least one information of group including operation load, continuous running time, memory 

usage, buffer usage of the servers (paragraph 51). (The failure predictor predicts any problem of 

the primary node that can be predicted which would include tracking such things as operational 

load, continuous running time and memory and buffer usage.) 
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As in claim 11, Harper discloses an apparatus for improving software availability of a 

cluster computer system according to claim 8, wherein said cluster controlling means includes 

registering means for canceling the unstable primary server from an available server list when 

the unstable primary server is duplexed to the spare server or the other primary server having 

spare capacity in said duplexing means, and upon completing rejuvenation of the unstable 

primary server according to the rejuvenation signal, re-registering the rejuvenation-completed 

primary server in the available server list (paragraphs 63 and 64). (A failed server is brought 

back up as a secondary node and is therefore registered and listed as an available spare server.) 

As in claim 12, Harper discloses an apparatus for improving software availability of a 

cluster computer system according to claim 8, wherein the operation mode set in said cluster 

controlling means includes an active/standby mode having a spare server existing without 

practically participating service for being used in duplexing (paragraph 37); and 

An active/active mode in which all the servers constituting the cluster participate in 

service while mutually performing the role of the spare servers (paragraphs 39) (Secondary 

nodes may or may not have applications running on them and therefore participate in service 

while performing the role of the spare servers.) 

As in claim 13, Harper discloses an apparatus for improving software availability of a 

cluster computer system according to claim 8, wherein said duplexing means comprises: 
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A server selecting block for selecting a spare server or a primary server having spare 

capacity according to the operation mode set to said cluster controlling means (paragraph 68); 

and 

A duplexing block for duplexing all the processes of the unstable primary server to the 

primary server having spare capacity selected by said primary server selecting block when the 

operation mode is set as an active/active operation mode, and for duplexing all the processes of 

the unstable primary server to the spare server selected by said primary server selecting block 

when the operation mode is set as an active/standby operation mode (paragraphs 39). (Secondary 

nodes may or may not have applications running on them and therefore are also primary nodes 

and the secondary node must have spare capacity.) 

As in claim 14, Harper discloses a record medium readable by a digital processing 

apparatus and containing programs of command languages which can be executed by the digital 

processing apparatus for execution of a method for improving software availability of a cluster 

computer system including a number of primary servers (nodes) and spare servers (secondary 

nodes) (paragraphs 3 and 36 and claim 38), said programs in the record medium can be executed 

in the following steps of: 

Collecting system state information about the number of primary servers to monitor 

unstableness of the servers (paragraph 38) (Failure prediction involves collecting system state 

information to monitor the unstableness.); 
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If at least one of the servers is judged unstable as a result of monitoring (node fails or 

failure is predicted), judging existence of a spare server or other primary server having spare 

capacity (paragraphs 46-49 and paragraph 68); 

If at least one of the spare servers or the primary servers having spare capacity exists, 

duplexing all processes of the unstable primary server to the spare server or the other primary 

server having spare capacity according to a currently set operation mode (paragraphs 3 and 11); 

and 

Upon completing duplexing, providing the unstable server with a system rejuvenation 

control signal for executing rejuvenation (paragraphs 59-64). (Since rejuvenation can occur, 

some form of rejuvenation control signal must be existent in the system.) 

Response to Arguments 

6. Applicant's arguments filed 11/3/04 have been fully considered but they are not 

persuasive. 

7. In response to applicant's arguments regarding both the Fulton and Harper references, the 

recitation of "a cluster computer system" has not been given patentable weight because the 

recitation occurs in the preamble. A preamble is generally not accorded any patentable weight 

where it merely recites the purpose of a process or the intended use of a structure, and where the 

body of the claim does not depend on the preamble for completeness but, instead, the process 

steps or structural limitations are able to stand alone. See In re Hirao, 535 F.2d 67, 190 
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USPQ 15 (CCPA 1976) and Kropa v. Robie, 187 F.2d 150, 152, 88 USPQ 478, 481 (CCPA 

1951). 

In any event, Fulton discloses a method that can be implemented on many nodes (figure 2 

and column 2: lines 62-63). A cluster, by definition is, two or more systems working together. 

Therefore, two or more nodes working together are a cluster. 

Harper discloses a system with two nodes, but that is equally applicable to clusters 

having more than two nodes (paragraph 36). 

8.      In response to applicant's argument that the references fail to show certain features of 

applicant's invention, it is noted that the features upon which applicant relies (i.e., the system 

being an (n,k) cluster composition and not having a distinction between primary and space 

servers) are not recited in the rejected claim(s). Although the claims are interpreted in light of 

the specification, limitations from the specification are not read into the claims. See In re Van 

Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181, 26 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1993). 

The claims are written, "judging the existence of a spare server" and do not distinctly 

claim more than one spare server. Also, the claims are written to include primary and spare 

servers and do not include any indication that the invention is operated without distinction of 

primary and spare servers. 

Therefore, applicants' arguments are not persuasive and rejections of claims under both 

Fulton and Harper stand. 
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Conclusion 

9.      THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time 

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a). 

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE 

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO 

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after 

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period 

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event, 

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing 

date of this final action. 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Anne L Damiano whose telephone number is (571) 272-3658. 

The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 9-6:30 first Fridays off. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Robert Beausoliel can be reached on (571) 272-3645. The fax phone number for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306. 
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent 

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications 

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished 

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR 

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR 

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). 

ALD 

SCOTT BADBRMAN 
PRIMARY EXAMINER 


